
INTRODUCING THE NEW
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• A completely new donut experience 

• Mashup of sourdough bread and yeast-raised donut 

• Create your on-trend signature donut

SOURDOUGHNUT MIX
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AN EXCITING 
NEW TYPE  
OF DONUT
JUST FOR YOU 
We are excited to introduce the  

new-to-the-world Sourdoughnut Mix. 
A mashup that combines everything 

consumers love about sourdough bread 

and yeast raised donuts!

With this versatile donut mix, you can 

create a wide variety of unique, on-trend, 

signature sourdough offerings that your 

consumers will pay a premium for. 

EXCITING NEWS

TH E

LEVERAGE TRENDS TO GROW SALES AND 
DELIVER ON CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS
We are passionate to help you in meeting changing consumers’ expectations for pastries. 
That’s why we’ve made it easy for you to create delicious pastries made with high-quality 
ingredients that deliver on current market trends to help you and your customers celebrate  
all of life’s sweet moments.

MY FOOD ID

When food can communicate one’s story, it becomes an expression  

of identity. Stories told through a signature item, using specific taste,  

unique ingredients, or highlighting local ingredients enable consumers  

to find a true connection to companies.

BLISSFUL INDULGENCE

In a highly connected world, people look for opportunities to disconnect 

and reduce stress and anxiety from always being “on”. They want a 

momentary escape from reality with an indulgent sweet.



2020 will be remembered for many significant 
moments and world-changing cultural shifts - 
including the year that sourdough went viral. 
When lockdowns hit across the world and  
people sought out new home-based hobbies  
and activities, sourdough baking took the 
spotlight.

However, the popularity of sourdough didn’t just 

raised this year. It’s grown by 11% over the past 

four years1 and it isn’t a trend that’s due to fade out 

anytime soon. Mondor intelligence forecasts that the 

global sourdough market will see an annual growth 

of about 6.9% through to 20232.

Sources:  
Mordor Intellegence, Global 

Data 2018,  
Google trends 2019

FORECAST MARKET
The global sourdough market is forecast to 
register a compound annual growth rate of 
about 6.9% through 2023.
 

PURCHASE WEEKLY
42% of European consumers are/or consider 
purchasing sourdough bakery weekly.
 

INCREASED PRICES
73% of consumers said they are 
willing to pay more at retail for 
products made with ingredients 
they trust and recognize. 

THE RISING

T R E N D
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GOOGLE SEARCHES
Google searches about sourdough have 
increased by nearly 400% over the last 
5 years.
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THIS IS WHY WE INTRODUCE  
A NEW TYPE OF DONUT

Most bakeries and donut shops excel in 

giving you choice overload. Way too many 

variations to choose from. But, if you look 
more closely, you will see that most 
vary in their flavour combinations  
(that is, the icings or fillings) and not the 

texture and consistency of a donut.  

Which is interesting, since there are so 

many different types. You’ve got the basic 

yeast or cake donuts, you can use water 

roux, and now also, sourdough, to make 

your donut.

OPPORTUNITIES

IT’S TIME FOR SOMETHING  
‘REALLY NEW’!
Outside of the Cronut®, there has not been a new 

donut texture introduced in decades. Instead, 

premium donut innovation has been driven by 

toppings and additions to existing donut offerings.

Sourdough donuts are - like the regular yeast raised 

donut - fried rings or balls. The difference is that 

they offer some more bite. They are bit more sturdy. 

Also, their flavour is different, though it is hard to 

describe, but it definitely is less overly sweet.  

They are still light fried dough of course, but set 

you apart from the crowd.
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soft, light & airy texture

buttery flavor

darker 
crust



All of our bakery products are effective and relevant to today’s busy 

operator because we mix high quality ingredients with well-researched 

insights. So when you choose Dawn for your business, you’re choosing 

more than just an ingredient. You’re choosing expert advice on how to 

get the best, most consistent results. That means you’ll get the return 

on your investment that will keep your business profitable. While you’re  

concentrating on bringing joy to your customers, we’re bringing you 

the solutions that make your job easier.

Dawn Exceptional® pastry mixes 
deliver premium quality with 
unparalleled consistency and 
performance to differentiate your 
bakery.

Dawn’s premium product line that 
delivers category-leading quality 
and performance. 

When you partner with Dawn, you get more than just great products. You get the partnership, expertise and dedication 
to help make your bakery a business success. Our new Sourdoughnut mix is organized under the Dawn Exceptional® 
range to make it easy for you and your team to find the right product every time.

DAWN’S EXCEPTIONAL MIXES PORTFOLIO

DONUTDONUTDONUT

INSTRUCTIONS
MIX  MIX  

STEPS / CHARACTERISTICS YEAST RAISED MIX SOURDOUGHNUT MIX
flavour - 4% wheat sourdough 

colour golden darker brown crust / yellowish crumb

water 49% 37.5%

fresh yeast 5% 7% (sweet yeast) or 9% (yeast)

butter - 6%

mix on low speed 2 minutes 2 minutes

mix on medium speed 12 minutes 15 minutes (fast)

dough temperature 26 - 28°C 26 to 28°C

bench time 10 minutes 20 minutes

sheeting 40 gr 40 gr

proofing 50 minutes 50 - 60 minutes

dry time 10 minutes 5 minutes

frying at 180°C 1 minute flip 1 minute 1 minute flip 1 minute

PRODUCT

DAWN SOURDOUGHNUT MIX 
MADE AS EASY FOR YOU  
AS YEAST RAISED MIXES

new

OUR VERY OUR VERY 
BESTBEST



INSPIRATION
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GET YOUR RECIPE  
INSPIRATION AT

WWW.DAWNFOODS.COM



RECIPE

Sourdoughnut 
Pecan & Walnut

Sourdough Berliners 
with Confibel

Dawn Exceptional Sourdoughnut Mix

Dawn Glossy Icings

Dawn Exceptional Compound Walnut

Dawn Custard Crème Mixes

Dawn Exceptional Sourdoughnut Mix

Dawn Confibel Apricot

Dawn Deco Powder

WORKING METHOD

WORKING METHOD

Prepare the sourdoughnut mix according to manufacturer 
instructions. Fry and let cool completely. Make the custard 
crème mix according to manufacturer instructions. 
Make a walnut icing with Glossy Icing and Compound 
Walnut. Fill with desired custard crème and decorate with 
the walnut icing and pecan and walnuts

Prepare the sourdoughnut mix according to manufacturer 
instructions. Fry and let cool completely. Fill with Confibel 
Apricot abd roll in donut powder sugar. 



RECIPE

Sourdough Baklava 
Donut

Dawn Exceptional Sourdoughnut Mix

Dawn Crystal Glaze

WORKING METHOD

Mix desired amount of sourdoughnut mix according to manufacturer’s instructions. Roll out 
the dough of 7-8 mm and let the dough rest for 5 minutes and cut the donuts with a 
square cutter. Fry and glaze the warm donut with crystal glaze and decorate as you 
wish.



RECIPE

Sourdoughnuts 
with Raspberry

SOURDOUGH  
DONUT STICKS

Dawn Exceptional Sourdoughnut Mix

Dawn Delicreme SanFelipe

Dawn Exceptional Delifruit Raspberry

Dawn Exceptional Sourdoughnut Mix

Dawn Maracaibo, Dawn San Felipe  
or Dawn Cabo Blanco

WORKING METHOD

Mix desired amount of sourdoughnut mix according to 
manufacturer’s instructions. Fry and let cool completely.
Fill with Delifruit raspberry and decorate with the Delicreme 
SanFelipe and cocoa powder.

WORKING METHOD

Prepare the sourdoughnut mix according to manufacturer 
instructions. Fry and let cool completely. Fill with Confibel 
Apricot abd roll in donut powder sugar. 



RECIPE

Sourdough  
Cinnamon roll

Dawn Exceptional Sourdoughnut Mix

Dawn Plusfill Cinnamon

Dawn Glossy Icing

Dawn Nibs Cinnamon

WORKING METHOD

Prepare the sourdoughnut mix according to manufacturer 
instructions. Roll out the dough in 4-5 mm and spread the 
cinnamon filling roll and cut. Proofing: approx. 38 °C / 50 % 
relative humidity, approx. 40 minutes and bake.
Decorate with icing and cinnamon nibs.

Sourdoughnut 
Square Vanilla
Dawn Exceptional Sourdoughnut Mix

Dawn Custard Crème Mixes

Dawn Deco Powder

WORKING METHOD

Mix desired amount of sourdoughnut mix according to 
manufacturer’s instructions. Fry and let cool completely.
Prepare the custard crème mix according to manufacturer 
instructions. Fill with the custard and decorated with 
powder sugar.



RECIPE

Sourdough Bagel 

Dawn Exceptional Sourdoughnut Mix WORKING METHOD

Mix desired amount of sourdoughnut mix according to manufacturer’s instructions. 
Divide in pieces of 60g and prepare the bagels. Let the bagels rest for 6 hours in  
refrigerator. Proofing: approx. 38 °C / 50 % relative humidity, approx. 30 minutes  
after that boil for few seconds in hot water, decorate and Bake. 



COMPLETE SOLUTIONS

ESTABLISHED TRUST
For 100 years, customers have counted on Dawn Foods to help them grow their bakery 

businesses with the right mix of products, innovations, global perspectives and inspired 

bakery expertise. From corner bakeries to leading manufacturers, Dawn Foods helps 

our customers mark the moments in life that matter.

DO YOU HAVE MORE QUESTIONS ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS
OR WANT MORE INSPIRATION?
We’ve got the answers and more. Contact us at budapest@dawnfood.com or go to DAWNFOODS.COM

Category Item # Description Pack Weight Format Make-up recipe

 SOURDOUGHNUT MIX

5.20014.201 SOURDOUGHNUT MIX BAG 20 KG MIX 2KG MIX + 650-675G WATER + 120G BUTTER/MARGARINE + 140G FRESH SWEET YEAST

SOURDOUGNUT PAIRINGS 
WITH DAWN YOU  
CAN HAVE IT ALL

Fruit Fillings
Our Delifruit Blueberry, Blackberry, 

Cherry, Lemon, Strawberry and 

Raspberry fruit fillings pair especially 

well with the flavour and texture of 

sourdough.

Creme Fillings
Other perfect pairing to 

compliment the light and airy 

texture of the Sourdough donut 

are any one of our custard 

cremes, chocolate fillings and 

ready-to-use custard.

Icings & Glazes
Our line of Icings and Glazes 

are a perfect way to finish 

your new sourdough creation. 

Count on consistent sheen, 

easy application and enhanced 

stability for donuts your 

customers will love.


